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Privacy Policy

-- During the July Virtual Conference, presenters and all other attendees grant Duo Studios, known as the “Media,” the right to record media in the form of (but not limited to) audio, video, photographs, etc., on behalf of the Central African Studies Association (CASA).

-- Conference participants grant CASA, the organizing association, the right to post digital materials (videos, audios, photographs, etc.) to their website, social media, and other promotional materials.

-- Presenters and other attendees acknowledge/are made aware that any capture by photographic or other means, recording, or reproduction of presentations, slides, or materials at the CASA Virtual Conference—whether expressly marked as copyrighted or not—may not be published, reproduced, or distributed.

-- Participants and attendees agree not to capture by photographic or other means, or otherwise record or reproduce any images specifically labeled as confidential and/or proprietary or designated as such for the entirety of a presentation by the presenter during the Virtual Conference.

-- The content of presentations is proprietary and confidential information of presenters/authors. As such, duplication or distribution of presentations to third parties is expressly forbidden without written permission from the authors.

-- Presenters and other attendees at the Conference should also remain aware that as with any online platform or app, the potential exists for governments or other entities to compromise the privacy, reliability, accessibility, and security of, and also to use, any data gleaned through a platform or app for state purposes or other aims.